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Introduction
For multinational, upper middle market (UMM) and enterprise companies,
maintaining efficient Procure-to-Pay (P2P), Source-to-Settle (S2S), and
supply chain processes is critical to sustaining business success and
competitive advantage.
Many companies try to
accomplish this by replacing
manual processes and
increasing control over spend
with P2P and S2S automation
software. While this is the
correct approach in general,
when software is adopted
without the right strategies
and considerations, technology
implementations can fail to
achieve their full potential
in terms of return
on investment (ROI) and
process improvements.
One of the main factors that
determines the success
of a P2P or S2S software
implementation is how
supplier master data is
migrated and managed.

Some organizations try
to automate P2P and S2S
processes without taking into
account the complexity and
difficulty of aggregating and
optimizing their master data,
which can hurt the success
of automation initiatives in
the long run. Instead, it is
essential that organizations
control supplier data intake
at a single location in order to
build a strong foundation for
S2S and P2P processes—and
future automation. This entails
leveraging an advanced supplier
and master data management
software to cleanse and
consolidate supplier data
from the beginning of the
supplier relationship.

This whitepaper explores
modern supplier data
management trends among
organizations, and highlights
the use case and value
of supplier master data
management software.

The whitepaper also
includes examples of
how companies have
leveraged technology
to correct and
improve their supplier
data management
strategies.
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The challenges of manual PO Management
Organizations have many goals when it comes to managing suppliers,
from making supplier payments on time to answering supplier queries
as soon as they can.
In a recent survey, PayStream
Advisors asked procurement,
sourcing, and finance
professionals employed in
various industries about their
supplier management activities.

However, the data also shows
that goals differ somewhat by
company size1, and that larger
organizations’ goals tend to
align with properly managing
supplier data.

When asked about their top
goals in managing suppliers,
most organizations hoped
to increase supply chain
efficiency, see Figure 1.

“What is your top
goal in managing
your suppliers?
What is your
organization’s annual
revenue in the most
recent 12-month
reporting period?”

Top supplier management goals by revenue
Larger organizations are more likely to list supplier risk among their top supplier management goals.

48%

SME

39%

UMM

Improving supplier
validation/reducing
risk, and improving
adherence to
corporate vendor
compliance
regulations

Improving supplier
relationships

Improving
transparency and
communication
among suppliers

Reducing the burden
of inquiries on our
organization

1%

4%

5%

9%

11%

9%

8%

10%

13%
7%

10%

14%

13%

15%

13%

22%

28%
12%

16%
Increasing supply
chain efficiency

23%

Enterprise

33%

37%

LMM

Improving response
times to supplier
inquiries

PayStream defines organizations with revenue greater than $2 billion as enterprises, organizations with revenue between $501 million and $2 billion as
upper middle market (UMM), organizations with revenue between $101 million and $500 million as lower middle market (LMM), and organizations with
revenue between $30 million and $100 million as SMEs
1
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“What is the pain that causes the most damage
to your organization’s supplier relationships?
What is your organization’s annual revenue in
the most recent 12-month reporting period?”

25%

30%

30%

30%

Poor supplier
dispute/query
response times

15%

29%

Problems that arise
from poor supplier
data management

27%

28%

37%

Larger organizations are more likely to list
supplier data management issues as reasons
for poor supplier relationships.

8%

When organizations do not
properly manage their supplier
data, they also run the risk
of weakening their supplier
relationships, which can
potentially affect supply chain
processes and cash flow.
Many factors lead to damaged
relationships, which vary by
company size as well, see
Figure 2. Once again, the data
shows that organizations in the
UMM and enterprise are more
likely to be concerned with the
issues related to supplier data
management (i.e., “problems
that arise from poor supplier
data management” and “poor
contract compliance from
our end (the buyer)”).

Top factors contributing to
poor supplier relationships

29%

Poorly managed supplier data
can also hurt an organization’s
chance of improving
downstream P2P or S2S
processes. In all, the larger
the organization, the more
it depends on the efficient
supplier data management for
successful business operations.

12%

Organizations in the upper
middle market (UMM ) and
enterprise market segments
are much more likely to list
improving supplier validation,
adherence to corporate vendor
compliance regulations, and
reducing risk than organizations
of SME and lower middle
market (LMM) size. This is
due in part to the fact that
larger companies tend to have
more widespread, complex
supply chains and larger
supplier bases with a great
deal of regulatory compliance
requirements. These companies
are also likely managing
thousands of suppliers across
different business divisions and
geographic locations, and must
support an extensive amount of
complex supplier information,
including regulatory and
compliance-related documents.
Larger organizations often
have more to lose if they fail
to meet compliance. Poorly
managed supplier data and
unmet regulatory requirements
can have detrimental impacts
on a company’s supply chain
and bottom line in the long
run, both in terms of monetary
effects and legal costs.

Poor contract
compliance from our
end (the buyer)

All

Late
payments

Under
$500M in
Revenue

Over
$500M in
Revenue
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While larger organizations tend
to share common pain points
and improvement goals related
to supplier data management,
not every organization in this
market segment uses the
same approach to changing
their current state. Many
companies spend time and
money on misguided strategies
and ineffective tools that can
hurt their abilityto improve
processes in the long run.
For example, some companies
try to streamline supplier data
management processes with
individual S2S or P2P solutions,
such as with an electronic
procurement tool. This is partly
because many eProcurement
and other P2P tools offer builtin supplier networks, allowing
eProcurement adopters to
leverage the network to
manage their supplier data.
Research shows that over
one-half of organizations are
using a supplier network tool,
see Figure 3.
While using a supplier network
to manage suppliers can be
a good strategy for small
and mid-sized organizations
with fewer suppliers and data
management requirements, it
is not the best-case scenario
for every large, international
company. This is because
procurement-focused supplier
network tools are often
primarily built to support
processes related to P2P,
such as taking orders and
managing invoices. In some
cases, these “networks”
are little more than supplier
portals rather than global
communication platforms.

Electronic supplier network usage
Over one-half of organizations are using an electronic supplier network tool.

61%

39%

No

Yes

“Does your organization use an electronic
supplier network to manage suppliers?”

Unless they are connected
to more extensive supplier
information management
tools, supplier networks do
little to support the data
management requirements
of international supply chains
and widespread business
operations. Companies in the
UMM and enterprise market
segments often require more

data management services
than a simple supplier
network can provide, such as
extensive supplier onboarding
workflows, ongoing compliance
and monitoring tools, and
region-specific services to
help maintain operational
requirements within specific
geographic locations.
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Another problem with using
S2S and P2P tools for supplier
data management is the
great amount of supplier
data that large, international
organizations must manage.
Many companies in the
UMM and enterprise market
segment are operating across
multiple entities, locations,
and countries, and are using
numerous different back-office
technology systems, including
multiple ERPs and specialized
tools for different parts of
the back-office processes
(e.g., separate solutions for
managing indirect vs. direct
spend). It is very rare that these
organizations can consolidate
their back-office information
into one process or system, and
many are forced to consolidate
and replicate supplier data
across many different systems
instead. It is also difficult to
convert extensive supplier
data to the correct format
that the P2P or S2S system
needs, as some solutions are
inflexible when it comes to
data integration requirements.
Organizations also often fail
to consider the implications
of integrating these solutions
with their different ERPs,
much less the complications
that arise when supplier data
is not synchronized across
those ERP systems. In all, it
can take months or years to
properly synchronize, clean,
and optimize supplier master
data during a P2P or S2S
software implementation.

This is often because these
organizations are approaching
the process incorrectly, either
by trying to consolidate and
prepare the data for automation
themselves, or by choosing a
solution that cannot support
their extensive master data
requirements going forward.
Instead of adopting a P2P and
S2S software tool to manage
supplier data, P2P and S2S
processes should be automated
after the implementation
of a separate supplier data
management tool. Supplier data
management solutions are built
to streamline and consolidate
supplier information for large
companies with numerous backoffice systems, and are designed
to integrate seamlessly with
other vital P2P and S2S systems
that rely on supplier data.

They also provide a centralized
electronic environment for these
processes, which helps to break
down silos between teams,
systems, and functions. Leading
supplier data management tools
synchronize supplier data that is
spread across multiple business
entities and ERP systems,
creating a holistic foundation for
all other business processes.
The following section highlights
the value of supplier data
management tools, and
provides best practices for
creating a strong master
data foundation.
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Foundational supplier data management
best practices
When organizations control the intake of supplier data through a centralized,
automated data management platform, they reap the benefits of secure and
efficient procurement and sourcing processes, premium suppliers, and a
healthier supply chain.
They also reduce the time
and costs involved in future
automation initiatives, such
as S2S and P2P software
implementations.
In order to help organizations
understand how to better
manage complex supplier
data, the following section
offers some best practices for
building a strong supplier
data foundation.
Centralize, control, and
optimize vital supplier data
from the very beginning. One
of the most important things
to do when streamlining data
management is to ensure the
correct forms are input at
the beginning of the supplier
management process, such as
tax forms and risk assessment
documents. However, this data
needs to be imported in the
same technical format and
through a controlled process,
as a company with widespread
operations but without a
centralized process or platform
for housing and managing data
will have a very difficult time
controlling the intake of data.

Without a controlled process,
supplier master data will be
inconsistent in terms of quality,
as there will be no efficient way
to ensure that only valid and
high-value information
is entered.
Supplier master data
management solutions ensure
that companies obtain all
the proper validations and
documents when onboarding
suppliers. These tools allow
organizations to centralize
the data intake process with
workflows, checklists, and
configurable controls. This
process helps to control who
is adding information to the
vendor master file, and reduces
the need to manually reconcile
data and reports that are
created by different groups.
The solution enables all teams,
from finance to compliance to
procurement, to have visibility
into reporting documents from
one place. This centralized
data platform affects an
organization’s ability to analyze
spend data to improve S2S/P2P
processes and supply chain
management.

Use a tool that helps to control
compliance requirements
throughout the supplier
relationship lifecycle.
Decentralized master data
makes it very difficult for
organizations to maintain or
prove compliance with various
regulatory and validations
requirements. This is particularly
true for organizations that
face complex industry-specific
regulations, as they must
constantly make an effort to
avert penalties and mitigate
risks (including reputational
risks) when it comes to supplier
data management.
Supplier data management
platforms not only centralize
all compliance forms and
information across an
organization, they also help the
organization monitor and keep
those documents up to date
for as long as the company
engages with their suppliers.
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The solutions provide
workflows and monitoring
tools to support compliance
processes, which include
automatic notifications to the
organization and suppliers
when certifications are
expiring, as well as access
to risk management tools
through partners.
Reduce duplication and lowvalue activity. Many validation
and data maintenance functions
must be performed with a
periodic frequency, and under
manual processes, these
functions are typically carried
out using uncontrolled and
time-consuming methods
(e.g., through email) and in
many different formats (Word
documents, PDF forms, Excel
spreadsheets). A lack of
centralization and technical
uniformity also means that
some of the same supplier
management functions are
performed multiple times by
different divisions and functions,
and data is often duplicated in
different ERP systems. This is an
inefficient use of both company
time and labor, and it also
weakens the company’s own
creditability, as suppliers are
often contacted by members
from several different backoffice teams who request
updates to the same master
data and contact information.
A supplier master data
management solution will
help foster better relationships
with suppliers.

Once the solution is live,
organizations will see a great
reduction of time and labor
requirements, as the solution
automates the majority of the
maintenance and management
tasks previously carried out
manually by numerous teams.
This can allow an organization
to reallocate much of their
employee’s low-value labor,
like manual data entry, to
more strategic back-office
tasks. Organizations can also
consolidate different business
units and roles in a centralized
platform, aligning key
stakeholders and functions, and
streamlining communication
between these parties—while
still offering localized control
and support to teams across
different geographical areas.
Find a solution that supports
Source-to-Settle, Procureto-Pay, and supply chain
management—not the other
way around. In an effort to
improve data management,
some organizations may try
to determine whether any of
their current tools can help.
Unfortunately, the functionality
offered in many ERPs is not
flexible enough to properly
manage complex supplier data,
and the needed customization
is typically very costly and
time-consuming. The same is
true for P2P or S2S platforms.
While it would be quicker
and less expensive to adjust
these tools, P2P solutions’
capabilities are often not robust
enough for the complexity
and breadth of a large,
international organization’s
data management needs.

In addition, S2S and P2P
platforms typically only
manage certain portions of
an organization’s total spend,
meaning that a great deal
of supplier data is not going
through the P2P platform at all.

“Organizations should
find a solution that
strengthens P2P and
S2S processes. ”
This entails identifying a
standalone supplier master
data management software
that will manage all supplier
data from one place, effectively
serving all business units rather
than just those connected to
procurement. These solutions
that will integrate with all
existing ERP systems, as well
as their P2P and S2S solutions,
and will serve as a centralized
supplier data platform that
connects all of these systems.
For any tasks related to data
maintenance, the organization
will only need to update the
supplier data management
system rather than each
iteration of the S2S/P2P
tool, each ERP, and any
other systems.
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Conclusion
Source-to-Settle, Procure-to-Pay, and supply chain processes depend on
strong information management and visibility in order to run properly and
support business success.
However, it can be very challenging to maintain
and leverage supplier data with tools that are
built specifically for procurement and sourcing
functions. Unless organizations first create a
strong data foundation with the correct tools,
they run the risk of undermining the success
of any other P2P or S2S automation initiative.
When organizations prioritize supplier data
management, they improve their competitive
advantage for years to come.
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Case Study
BAE Systems gained a variety of
benefits from the HICX solution,
including the ability to collect new
information and requirements
from suppliers very efficiently
across business units.
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Challenge
BAE Systems is a global
aerospace, defense, and
security company.
The company offers products
and services for air, land,
and naval forces, as well as
advanced electronics, security,
information technology, and
support services. BAE Systems
was looking to centralize
management of supplier
data and information across
six different sectors and 13
different business units.
BAE Systems has approximately
30,000 suppliers and onboards
an additional 5,000 suppliers
per year.

They must annually renew 4-6
documents per year (insurance,
business registrations, tax
information, quality, export
controls, etc.) per supplier.
Onboarding of suppliers was
manual and paper based, as
was profile maintenance and
document renewals. This
means BAE Systems had very
little visibility into data and
limited power in monitoring
ongoing compliance with
internal policies and regulatory
requirements. The poor quality
of supplier data also limited
leadership’s ability to make
informed, strategic decisions.

“In addition to
manual processes,
much of this supplier
information was
housed in separate
systems across
BAE Systems’
operations.”
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Approach and implementation
BAE Systems wanted to
implement a common process
for supplier data management
across all six sectors to enable
shared governance centrally
and locally. The company
wanted each sector to agree
on what requirements would
be needed for each type
of supplier across different
regulation types, such as
quality and governmentrelated requirements.

They needed to consolidate
and link suppliers from 13
different ERP systems into a
centralized platform, and hoped
to implement a technology
platform to govern defined
processes and update ERP
systems with supplier data.
They also wanted to automate
manual/administrative steps
and ongoing validations with
external data providers.

In 2016, BAE Systems
identified HICX as a potential
candidate for their software
provider. After a dis-covery
period, HICX implemented
its master data management
system across BAE Systems’
operations, supplier base, and
ERP systems. HICX’s solution
automates a variety of master
data management functions for
BAE Systems, including supplier
discovery, onboarding, changes
to supplier data,

Approach and implementation
Since implementation, BAE
Systems has realized numerous
benefits in terms of process
improvement and efficiency.
The company has onboarded
74 percent of its suppliers
since 2017, and has seen a
reduction in front-end manual
involvement in terms of
onboarding suppliers, as the
HICX web-based, registration
portal allows suppliers to selfregister with BAE Systems.
The average business cycle
(i.e., supplier onboarding to
finalization in the system) has
been reduced to 6.4 days.
This is largely due to the BAE
Systems’ improved ability
to efficiently collect new
information and requirements
from suppliers across all
business units.
BAE Systems was also able to
clean up their supplier base,
as the HICX system improved
visibility into active vs. stagnant
suppliers across business units,

which also gave BAE Systems an
increased opportunity to engage
additional business with active
suppliers. The HICX solution
improved external collaboration,
with a centralized and automatic
supplier outreach tool (e.g.,
mass communications, global
collection of information, etc.),
and internal collaboration, as
business units can now better
communicate on supplier activity.
From an audit perspective,
BAE Systems has significantly
reduced the number of missing
supplier certifications and
the need to manually gather
documentation in support of
compliance audits. From a
technical perspective, HICX
gave BAE Systems the ability
to harmonize processes and
systems without having to
change individual systems.
The solution monitors supplier
documents like certifications,
notifies BAE Systems of
upcoming expirations,

and automatically reaches out
to the suppliers themselves
to let them know about the
expirations. This is done
through HICX’s automatic
workflow, which BAE Systems
can also use for actions like
collecting documents and
electronic signatures from
suppliers, giving BAE Systems
the ability to collect new
information and requirements
from suppliers very efficiently
across business units. Because
of value of the HICX solution,
and the strong foundation
BAE Systems was able to
build with their supplier data,
BAE Systems was also able to
plan for and begin additional
automation initiatives within
their P2P and S2S processes.
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HICX is the Low Code Platform for Supplier Management.
We enable business to find, maintain, and re-use trusted
Supplier Data and Information across their Enterprise, across any
spreadsheet, app or system. Our solutions enable your businesses
to be more reliable, flexible, and scalable. Building from a rock solid
platform of good quality data, we help businesses become digital
in supplier management, third party management, compliance and
risk, master data and finance management.
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